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a b s t r a c t

Most complex networks contain community structures. Detecting these community struc-
tures is important for understanding and controlling the networks. Most community de-
tection methods use network topology and edge density to identify optimal communities;
however, these methods have a high computational complexity and are sensitive to net-
work forms and types. To address these problems, in this paper, we propose an algorithm
that uses an interaction optimization process to detect community structures in complex
networks. This algorithmefficiently searches the candidates of optimal communities by op-
timizing the interactions of the members within each community based on the concept of
greedy optimization. During this process, each candidate is evaluated using an interaction-
based community model. This model quickly and accurately measures the difference be-
tween the quantity and quality of intra- and inter-community interactions. We test our
algorithm on several benchmark networks with known community structures that include
diverse communities detected by othermethods. Additionally, after applying our algorithm
to several real-world complex networks, we compare our algorithm with other methods.
We find that the structure quality and coverage results achieved by our algorithm surpass
those of the other methods.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction 1

Complex networks that describe real-world systems and concepts are graphs with non-trivial topological features 2

compared with regular or random graphs. These networks are naturally generated from big data using graph theory. By 3

analyzing both the big data and the networks, we can develop new functions, services, and platforms. The analysis results 4

are applicable to many applications. In particular, when we know the structure of complex networks in real time, making 5
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accurate and speedy analyses for understanding the networks is possible. Generally, these networks can be decomposed into1

communities or groups. The communities are typically subgraphs; the density of edgeswithin the community is greater than2

the density of edges between communities [1,2]. Such communities often exist in social networks, user-product networks,3

biological networks, and infrastructure networks. In such networks, the community structures can be exploited for a diverse4

range of applications such as information sharing and diffusion, recommendation, classification, and so forth [3].5

Many methods and algorithms that can detect communities in complex networks are already available. However,6

because real-world complex networks are large-scale graphs composed of millions of nodes and tens of millions of edges,7

the computational complexity of the available algorithms for detecting communities has become an important factor.8

Most methods fail to find community structures in real time because they have a non-linear computational complexity.9

Furthermore, the results of these methods are strongly influenced by the edge density because they identify communities10

based on the network topology without taking interaction structures into account. Additionally, although most complex11

networks are directed and weighted graphs, because each member interacts with other members, most conventional12

methods do not consider the edge direction and weight simultaneously [4].13

To analyze such networks in real time, an ideal community detection algorithm should be both faster andmore accurate.14

Moreover, the algorithm should be able to analyze the structures of communities using weighted networks as well as15

directed networks. Therefore, we propose an algorithm to detect community structures using an interaction optimization16

process. To achieve this, we first define amodel of an interaction-based community tomeasure the quality of the community17

structures in a network. Then, we propose an interaction optimization process based on a greedy algorithm that efficiently18

finds the optimal structure of the interaction-based communities among candidate structures.19

Various techniques including modularity optimization, detection of dense subgraphs, and statistical inference, among20

many others, have been used to detect community structures in complex networks. The Girvan–Newman (GN) algorithm [5]21

is a well-known method for detecting non-overlapping communities. The GN algorithm, which is based on divisive22

hierarchical clustering, probes the community structure by moving high levels of space between edges. The optimal23

communities identified by this method consist of non-overlapping community structures selected by means of GN24

modularity measurements [6,7]. To reduce the computational complexity in large-scale networks, Newman’s greedy25

optimization (NGO) [8] based on modularity maximization, the Clauset–Newman–Moore (CNM) algorithm [9], and the26

Louvain method [10] have been proposed to decrease the time required to measure GN modularity. In particular, because27

Louvain is a multilevel aggregation method for optimizing modularity, it has been shown to outperform other non-28

overlapping community detection methods in terms of computation time. In large-scale networks, however, the Louvain29

method requires more time in two processes: reconfiguring multilevel graphs and tracking node memberships. Complex30

network cluster detection (Conclude) [11] is a clustering method that couples the accuracy of global approaches with the31

scalability of localmethods. Conclude generates random, non-backtrackingwalks of finite length to compute the importance32

of each edge in keeping the network connected. It is computationally efficient because its cost is nearly linear with respect33

to the number of edges in the network.34

However, an important property of real-world communities is that a member can simultaneously belong to several35

groups [12]. The cluster-overlap Newman–Girvan algorithm (CONGA), which has been used to extend the GN algorithm,36

is based on divisive hierarchical clustering. It detects communities only in undirected and unweighted networks [13]. This37

method searches candidates of overlapping community structures; each community structure is evaluated using Nicosia38

modularity [14], which is based on GN modularity. CPM combines one or more communities that share k − 1 nodes afterQ339

identifying the maximal k-cliques in the network. In addition, the community overlap propagation algorithm (COPRA) [15]40

and the speaker–listener label propagation algorithm (SLPA) [16] based on the label propagation algorithm (LPA) [17] have41

been studied for finding overlapping communities. These methods iteratively propagate the unique label of each node to42

the node’s neighbors without calculating community quality. Infomap [18,19] can detect community structures in both43

weighted and directed networks using an information-theoretic approach. Themethod decomposes a network intomodules44

by optimally compressing a description of information flows on the network. Both SLPA and Infomapdetect non-overlapping45

and overlapping communities according to specific parameters.46

Overlapping community detection methods can discover node duplications between communities, but because they are47

highly dependent on network topology and node centrality, they do not guarantee the quality of the overlapping community48

structure. Finally, themethods are slower than non-overlapping community detectionmethods because the operations used49

tomanage overlapping nodes have a high computational complexity. In principle,methods based on node iteration are faster50

than methods based on edge iteration, even when the computational complexity of the methods based on edge iteration is51

lower, because the number of edges in most complex networks is far larger than the number of nodes. In addition, because52

the quality of communities detected by conventional methods is determined by community topology, the quality of each53

community is different. To increase the quality of each community, community topology and interaction structure should54

be considered at the same time.55

To find an optimal community structure, most methods use two processes: searching community structure candidates56

and calculating the quality of each candidate. Accordingly, to reduce the time required to detect an optimal community57

structure, these searching and calculating operations should have a linear computational complexity. Moreover, the target58

of these operations should be nodes rather than edges. To achieve this, we define a model of interaction-based community59

to efficiently measure the quality of each community structure candidate from its nodes. Using this model, we propose an60
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algorithm using an interaction optimization process that quickly searches candidates of optimal community structures and 1

selects community structures among the candidates by calculating the quality of each community. 2

2. Methods 3

The major objective of this study is to quickly identify high quality community structures. To achieve this goal, we 4

search for community structures using an interaction optimization process (IOP) based on a greedy algorithm. Whenever 5

the process finds a candidate, we measure the quality of that candidate and determine whether its structure is optimal. 6

Candidate quality is measured using amodel of interaction-based community designed to efficiently calculate and optimize 7

the quality of the candidates in IOP. Using this model, we canminimize the influence of edge density and, instead, maximize 8

the quantity and quality of the internal interactions. The result of applying the IOP is a set of interaction-based communities 9

that maximize the sum of the quality of each community. In other words, we find a community structure using the sum of 10

the quality of the interaction-based communities. 11

2.1. Model of interaction-based community 12

2.1.1. Interaction-based community 13

We assume that the target network is a directed and weighted graph G = {N, E}, where N is the set of members in 14

the network and E is the set of directed and weighted edges. Each edge eij is a connection between nodes i and j. If eij ∈ E 15

and eij ≠ eji, then nodes i and j are the sender and the recipient, respectively. Additionally, each edge has an interaction 16

weight wij that describes the quality or frequency of the interaction between nodes i and j. Graph G can consist of a set of 17

interaction-based communities (C = {C0, . . . , Cτ } if τ = |C |). Each interaction-based community Cx = {i} contains a set of 18

nodes in which each node i is a member of the community Cx. The set of nodes in graph G can be rewritten as N =


x Cx. 19

Given an interaction-based community Cx, the internal interaction Jin(x) of that community is defined as the amount of 20

interaction between the nodes belonging to that same community: 21

Jin(x) =


i


j

wijα (x, i) α (x, j) , (1) 22

where nodes i and j belong to graphG. The functionα (x, i) is 1when node i is amember of the interaction-based community 23

Cx and 0 when node i is not a member of Cx. In this paper, this type of interaction is called intra-community interaction. 24

Meanwhile, the external interaction Jex(x) of the community is defined as the amount of interaction between nodes within 25

community Cx and nodes in other communities as follows: 26

Jex(x) =


i


j

wijα (x, i) β (x, j) , (2) 27

where the function β (x, j) is 1 when node j is not a member of Cx and 0 when node j is a member of Cx. This type of external 28

interaction is also called inter-community interaction. 29

Given the internal interaction Jin(x) and the external interaction Jex(x), we define an interaction-based community as the 30

set of nodes that maximizes internal interaction while minimizing external interaction.We also define an interaction-based 31

community structure in a network as a specific type of community structure that maximizes the internal interaction of 32

each interaction-based community and minimizes the external interaction between interaction-based communities. This 33

community structure is different from the structures identified usingmodularity [7] or edge density [20]. When theweights 34

of the edges in a network differ, the difference between interaction-based communities and the ideal community structure is 35

greater. The primary reason for this difference is that we use interaction density instead of network topology to determine 36

the community structure. This means that a quality function for evaluating the interaction-based community structure 37

returns a high value when the weights of the intra-community edges are maximized. However, when the weights of all 38

edges in the network are the same, for example, in an unweighted network, our method identifies community structures 39

that are similar to structures based on edge density or modularity. 40

Using the above concepts and definitions, we propose a model of interaction-based community. The proposed model 41

evaluates community structure candidates to determine an optimal structure for an interaction-based community using 42

the quality function Q . Given a set of interaction-based communities as C , the quality function Q of C is defined as the sum 43

of the quality of each interaction-based community Cx. This is represented as 44

Q =


x

Qx. (3) 45

Additionally, the quality of each interaction-based community (Qx) is defined as 46

Qx = λxDx, (4) 47

where λx is the interaction cohesion of the interaction-based community Cx, and Dx is the interaction density of Cx. When 48

Qx is Dx weighted by λx, we can rewrite the quality of interaction-based communities as Q =


x λxDx [21]. The interaction 49
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(a) Interaction cohesion λx . (b) Interaction density dx .

Fig. 1. Examples of low and high values of λx andDx . In (a), the interaction cohesion is highwhen the difference between internal and external interactions
is maximized. In (b), the interaction density is high when the members within a community are connected to each other.

cohesion refers to the degree towhich the nodes in a community belong together. Thus, interaction cohesion has a high value1

when the members in a community are closed. In such communities, the members have very little interaction with outside2

nodes (see Fig. 1(a)). Accordingly, the ideal structure of interaction-based communities is one in which the communitiesQ43

are mutually exclusive, such as a network of weakly connected components. In contrast, a low interaction cohesion value4

indicates that the members in a community are not particularly closely related to each other.5

Interaction cohesion is a comparative value that depends on the entire network structure, which means that it reflects6

the influence of each community on the whole network. To quantify the interaction cohesion λx, we define λx using both7

internal and external interactions concepts as follows:8

λx =
Jin(x)

Jin(x) + Jex(x)
×

Jin(x)

T
=

J2in(x)

Jtot(x)T
, (5)9

where T is the sum of the interaction of all the nodes in a network and Jtot(x) is the total of all interactions of the nodes10

in Cx. Given the internal interaction Jin(x) of Cx and the external interaction Jex(x) of Cx in a network, all interactions of the11

nodes in the interaction-based community Cx are defined as Jtot(x) = Jin(x) + Jex(x). Thus, the interaction cohesion of Cx can12

be calculated using the ratio of internal interactions to all interactions of community Cx [22] weighted by the ratio between13

the internal interaction of Cx and the total interaction T .14

Note that λx lies in the range 0 ≤ λx ≤ 1. When a community Cx has a high λx value, the members of Cx are connected15

via highly weighted edges. However, a community that has only a high λx value is not necessarily a good interaction-based16

community because λx = 1 and Jin(x) = Jtot(x) = T when all nodes in a network are members of a single community. In this17

case, the community Cx will appear to be a candidate of ideal interaction-based structures because its internal interaction18

is maximized while its external interaction is minimized. However, it cannot be an ideal interaction-based community in19

terms of the interaction structure of members in the community because it is the only community. This means that the only20

case for being an ideal interaction-based community occurs when the members of a community are fully connected to each21

other—when |C | = 1.22

Generally, complex networks that include social networks are composed of several communities, and each community23

exhibits the specific phenomenon that the edge density of small communities is higher than that of large communities [23].24

In this context, we use interaction density to appropriately adjust the interaction cohesion and identify the ideal community25

structures. The interaction density Dx of an interaction-based community Cx refers to the amount of current interaction of26

the nodes in Cx relative to the maximum possible interaction of members in Cx. Therefore, in this model, the ideal structure27

of interaction-based communities is the set of communities for which both interaction cohesion and density are high. From28

this concept, we can define the interaction density Dx as follows:29

Dx =
Icur(x)
Imax(x)

, (6)30

where Icur(x) is the current interaction density of Cx and Imax(x) is the maximum possible interaction density of Cx. Because31

Dx represents a normalization of the current interaction density of Cx with respect to the maximum possible interaction,32

Dx evaluates the structure of edges in Cx according to the number of nodes as shown in Fig. 1(b). We define the maximum33

interaction Imax(x) as34

Imax(x) =


i


ki (nx − 1)

di
α (x, i)


(7)35

where di is the degree of node i, ki is the weighted degree of node i, nx is the number of nodes in Cx (nx = |Cx|), and the36

function α (x, i) is 1 if node i belongs to Cx. Given the average weighted degree of node i as ki/di, the maximum interaction37
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Fig. 2. Comparison between interaction density and edge density.

is the sum of the average weighted degrees of the nodes in Cx when we assume that all nodes in Cx are connected to each 1

other. If all the weights in the undirected graph are 1 and nx =


i ki (nx − 1) /di, the Imax(x) is equal to nx (nx − 1), as in 2

the sum of the degrees of an nx-clique. Given the maximum interaction of an interaction-based community, we define the 3

current level of interaction Icur(x) as 4

Icur(x) = sin


π

2
×

Jin(x)

Imax(x)


× Imax(x). (8) 5

The Icur(x) follows a sine curve distribution when the maximum value is sin (π/2) = 1, according to the ratio between 6

current interaction and maximum interaction of Cx. The measurement of the interaction density is similar to the edge 7

density [20]. Generally, edge density measurement has a problem in that it tends to detect small communities [24]. 8

Large communities exist in real-world complex networks, but the measurement does not detect these large communities 9

because the edges in such communities are usually sparse. To avoid this problem, we use the sine curve distribution in the 10

interaction density measurement when detecting communities of suitable size in both sparse and dense complex networks. 11

Moreover, our measurement also finds diverse structures of interaction-based communities without being affected by the 12

network topology. In other words, modularity-based methods and edge density measurements are significantly influenced 13

by network topology. Fig. 2 shows a comparison between interaction density and edge density. When we assume that the 14

weights of all edges are identical, such as in an undirected network, and that ki/di = 1, both measurements are similar 15

when the number of edges in Cx is equal to its maximum possible number of edges. However, when the number of edges in 16

Cx is below the maximum possible number of edges, the measurements are different. 17

From the definitions of interaction cohesion and density, the interaction quality Qx of a community Cx has a high value 18

when the internal interaction Jin(x) of Cx is close to the total interaction Jtot(x) and to the maximum interaction density Imax(x) 19

of Cx. At this point, if the interaction cohesion of Cx also has a high value, the community Cx can be an ideal interaction-based 20

community. 21

2.1.2. Minimizing computational complexity 22

It is important tominimize computational complexity when analyzing complex networks. Most algorithms andmethods 23

based on graph theory such as node and edge searching, measuring, and counting are attempting to solve NP-hard 24

problems. Time and space complexity in large-scale networks increases dramatically even for simple operations. A model 25

of interaction-based community also includes several operations based on graph theory to evaluate and identify an optimal 26

community structure. In this section, we introduce some methods for reducing the computational complexity of the model 27

of interaction-based community. 28
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First, given a set of communities C , the proposed model should measure the internal and external interactions of each1

community Cx to assess their quality by touring all the nodes in a network. This is done in Eqs. (1) and (2). However, because2

the number of iterations for all nodes is n when the number of communities is n, it is an inefficient measurement. In this3

case, there is no need to tour all the nodes to measure the amount of interaction in a community. To solve this problem, we4

use the variable nm, where nm is the set of community memberships of nodes and the community membership of node i is5

nmi. We define nmi = x as i ∈ Cx. Using this definition, given an interaction-based community containing several nodes as6

Cx = {i}, we can rewrite the internal interaction Jin(x) without the function α (x, i) as shown below:7

Jin(x) =


i∈Cx


j∈Cx

wij. (9)8

In this equation, i ∈ Cx means that node i is a member of community Cx just like nmi = x. However, this version is far9

more efficient than Eq. (1) because it does not need to tour all the nodes by tracking themembership of each node. The value10

of Jin(x) is equal to two times the sum of the weights of all edges connecting nodes within Cx. In other words, Jin(x) is equal11

to the sum of the internal weighted degrees of nodes within Cx. Given the weighted degree of a node i as ki, the weighted12

degree can be expressed as13

ki =


j

wij = ki,in(x) + ki,ex(x), (10)14

where j is a neighbor node of i, ki,in(x) is the internal weighted degree of node i, and ki,ex(x) is the external weighted degree of15

node i. The internal weighted degree, ki,in(x), is the sum of the weights of the edges connecting i and other nodes within the16

community Cx, while the external weighted degree is the sum of weights of the edges connecting i and any nodes outside17

of Cx. If we always know the internal weighted degree ki,in(x) for all nodes, we can easily measure the internal interaction of18

Cx as follows:19

Jin(x) =


i∈Cx

ki,in(x). (11)20

The computational complexity of this measurement is below that required by Eqs. (1) and (2). Similarly, the total21

interaction of an interaction-based community Cx can be rewritten as shown below, using Eqs. (10) and (11).22

Jtot(x) = Jin(x) + Jex(x) =


i∈Cx


ki,in(x) + ki,ex(x)


=


i∈Cx

ki. (12)23

The result is equal to two times the sum of the weights of the edges incident to the nodes within Cx. The value of the24

internal weighted degree is changed by the communitymembership of node i. Accordingly, if we store theweighted degrees25

of all the nodes in a network, we can easily calculate the total interaction of Cx with the weighted degrees of the members26

of Cx. Using Eqs. (11) and (12), we can also rewrite the interaction cohesion equation for λx as follows:27

λx =
J2in(x)

Jtot(x)T
=


i∈Cx

ki,in(x)

2

T

i∈Cx

ki
. (13)28

In Eq. (7), we can calculate the average weighted degree of the nodes within Cx whenever the maximum possible29

interaction of the community is required. If the operation (ki/di) occurs repeatedly, the proposed model has a high30

computational complexity. Therefore, it is necessary to reduce the complexity by using another definition of average31

weighted degree. Given theweighted degree of node i as ki and the degree of node i as di, we can define the averageweighted32

degree of node i as33

ki,avr =
ki
di

. (14)34

In addition, we can define the sum of the average weighted degree of an interaction-based community Cx as35

Javr(x) =


i∈Cx

ki,avr. (15)36

Based on Eqs. (14) and (15), we can represent the maximum interaction of Cx as follows:37

Imax(x) =


i∈Cx

ki (nx − 1)
di

=


i∈Cx

ki,avr (nx − 1) = Javr(x) (nx − 1) . (16)38
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If we always know the average weighted degree of all the nodes, we can efficiently measure Javr(x) and Imax(x). Moreover, 1

if we can track the sum of the average weighted degree Javr(x) and the number of nodes nx for each community Cx, we can 2

also calculate the interaction density Dx more efficiently: 3

Dx =
Icur(x)
Imax(x)

=

sin


π
2 ×

Jin(x)
Javr(x)(nx−1)


Javr(x) (nx − 1)

Javr(x) (nx − 1)
4

= sin


π

2
×

Jin(x)

Javr(x) (nx − 1)


= sin

π

2
×


i∈Cx

ki,in(x)
i∈Cx

ki,avr (nx − 1)

 . (17) 5

Finally, based on Eqs. (13) and (17), the interaction quality Qx of an interaction-based community can be redefined as 6

Qx =


i∈Cx

ki,in(x)

2

T

i∈Cx

ki
sin

π

2
×


i∈Cx

ki,in(x)
i∈Cx

ki,avr (nx − 1)

 . (18) 7

This formula is designed to minimize the computational complexity of the model of interaction-based community. To 8

achieve this, we redesign the proposed model by using some fixed variables, namely, the weighted degree ki, the internal 9

weighted degree ki,in(x), and the average weighted degree ki,avr of Cx. These variables are used to efficiently reduce the time 10

required to tour the nodes and edges in a network. To fully exploit the formula, there is a precondition that these fixed 11

variables must be calculated before measuring the quality of community structure. Additionally, the values of the fixed 12

variables should be stored in a specific data structure, such as an array data structure. In the case of an array, when node i is 13

represented as an integer value and the value is an index of the array, we can rapidly access each value of the fixed variables. 14

2.1.3. Adapting to node dynamics 15

In complex networks, members and relationships change over time. New members join a network and new edges are 16

created between existing nodes in the network. In this case, we recalculate the community quality to find the optimal 17

community structure in the changed network. However, for very large networks, it is inefficient to calculate the interaction 18

quality for all the nodes. To reduce the computational complexity of this scenario, we expand themodel of interaction-based 19

community into an adaptivemodel for node dynamics. Themodel is composed of fixed variables and changed variables. The 20

changed variables are the internal interaction Jin(x), the total interaction Jtot(x), the sum of averageweighted degree Javr(x), and 21

the number of nodes nx of an interaction-based community Cx. We adapt to the dynamics of nodes by utilizing the changed 22

variables. 23

Given an interaction-based community Cx with the set of nodes {i}, if a node j is added to the community (Cx ∪ j), the 24

changed variables can be represented as shown below: 25

J ′in(x) =


i∈Cx

ki,in(x)


+ 2kj,in(x) = Jin(x) + 2kj,in(x), (19) 26

J ′tot(x) =


i∈Cx

ki


+ kj = Jtot(x) + kj, (20) 27

J ′avr(x) =


i∈Cx

ki,avr


+ 2kj,avr = Javr(x) + kj,avr, (21) 28

n′

x = |Cx| + 1 = nx + 1. (22) 29

These equations reflect the influence of node j on the community Cx. If we know the current values of Jin(x), Jtot(x), Javr(x), 30

and nx, we canmeasure kj, kj,in(x) and kj,avr to identify the change. Specifically, we calculate only the internal weighted degree 31

of node j because kj and kj,avr, which are fixed variables, have already been calculated. Eq. (19) splits the internal interaction 32

into the current value of Jin(x) and node j’s internal interaction (2kj,in(x)). This is based on graph theory, in which the sum 33

of the degree of all nodes in a graph is equal to two times the sum of the weights of all edges in the graph, for example, 34
i ki = 2


i,j wij and


i∈Cx ki,in(x) = 2


i,j∈Cx wij. Using these equations, we can efficientlymeasure the interaction quality 35

Q ′
x of Cx when adding node j to Cx as follows: 36

Q ′

x =


Jin(x) + 2kj,in(x)

2
Jtot(x) + kj


T

sin


π

2
×

Jin(x) + 2kj,in(x)

nx

Javr(x) + kj,avr

 . (23) 37

This formula can reduce computational complexity by adapting to the dynamics of node j without having to tour all the 38

nodes in Cx. 39
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Fig. 3. An example of discovering the community membership of a node. (a) Input graph. (b) Candidate of interaction-based community structure.

2.2. Interaction optimization process1

Based on the definition of an interaction-based community, we propose an algorithm of interaction optimization2

process (IOP) to detect non-overlapping community structures. The interaction optimization process efficiently searches3

the candidates for optimal interaction-based communities by optimizing the interactions of the members within each4

community based on the concept of greedy optimization. This process iteratively tours each node in the graph. For each5

node, it selects the community for which that node maximizes the interaction quality of that community. Given the input6

graphG = {N, E}with the set of nodesN and the set of undirected edges E, the algorithmof interaction optimization process7

for finding non-overlapping communities C works as follows:8

1. For each node i, initialize the community membership of the node: (nmi = i).9

2. For each node i, find the neighboring node communities {x} of node i, including nmi :

{x} =


nmj | eij ∈ E


∪ nmi


.10

3. For each community Cx, calculate the gain in interaction quality 1Qadd(x,i) when adding node i to community Cx.11

4. For the community Cx with the largest 1Qadd(x,i), place the nodes i in the community Cx if i 1Qadd(x,i) > 0 : (nmi = x).12

5. Repeat Steps 2–4 until the community membership of all nodes is unchanged.13

6. Generate the set of communities C using community membership nm : (C = {Cx = {i |nmi = x}}).14

This algorithm implements the interaction optimization process based on a greedy algorithm [9,10] in which node i15

iteratively selects one community Cx among the set of its neighbor communities {x} in an attempt to improve the interaction16

quality Qx. Through this iterative procedure, we discover the community membership of all the nodes in graph G. Then,17

we generate a set of non-overlapping communities C based on the node memberships. The first step is to initialize the18

community membership of nodes (nm) as shown in Step 1. At this point, the number of communities C is the number of19

nodes in G. At each iteration of node i at Step 2, the community membership of node i (nmi) is exchanged with one of the20

neighbor communities of i if the maximum value of the gain of interaction quality is higher than 0, as shown in Step 4. The21

gain of interaction quality 1Qadd(x,i) measures the change of interaction quality Qx when the community Cx includes node i.22

The value of 1Qadd(x,i) is calculated as follows:23

1Qadd(x,i) = Qadd(x,i) − Qx, (24)24

where Qadd(x,i) is the interaction quality when adding node i as shown in Eq. (23). Because we define interaction density Dx25

as sin

π Jin(x)/2Javr(x) (nx − 1)


and the qualityQx asDxJ2in(x)/Jtot(x)T , we only need to track the value of the changed variables26

(Jin(x), Jtot(x), Javr(x), and nx) of Qx and use the fixed variables (ki, ki,in(x), and ki,avr) to calculate Qadd(x,i). Fig. 3 shows an example27

for discovering the community membership of node i using the gain of interaction quality (1Qadd(x,i)). In this figure, the28

community membership of node i (nmi) is C1 because 1Qadd(1,2) is higher than others. At Step 5, the algorithm stops if the29

community membership is unchanged after touring all the nodes. Subsequently, at Step 6, we generate non-overlapping30

interaction-based communities using the community membership of each node i.31

Algorithm 1 in Fig. 4 shows the details of Steps 1 through Step 5 in the interaction optimization process. At line 2 in32

Algorithm 1, we initialize the community Cx with each node i by following Algorithm 2 (Fig. 5). After the node iteration order33

is determined at line 3 in Algorithm 1, the iteration of all nodes starts at line 6. For each node i, i’s community membership34

nmi is determined between lines 8 and 16. At line 9, we generate amap (M) of neighbor communities of the node i including35

current i’s community Cx. Then, we remove the node i from Cx at line 10. At line 12, for each neighbor community x′, we find36
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Fig. 4. An algorithm implementing the interaction optimization process.

Fig. 5. An algorithm for initializing non-overlapping communities.

the community (max x′) that has the maximum value for the gain of interaction quality (max1Q ) by calculating 1Qadd(x′,i) 1

based on Eq. (24). If the community membership of node i is determined as community Cx, we add node i to community Cx 2

as shown in line 16. At line 22, the variable isImproved is true if node i’s community membership has changed. When that is 3

the case, then the process in lines 5–18 repeats until the variable isImproved is false at the end of an iteration. 4

Algorithm3 (Fig. 6) describes amethod for generating the neighbor communitymap (M) for a node i including the current 5

community of i. Using this algorithm, we find neighbor communities of node i by checking the community membership of 6

each neighbor node j. At the same time, we also measure the weights ki,in(x) between node i and the neighbor community 7

Cx. Algorithm 4 (Fig. 7) and Algorithm 5 (Fig. 8) show the change of values to calculate the gain of interaction quality 8

1Qadd(x,i) when adding or removing node i. To easily calculate the interaction quality Qx of the community Cx and reduce 9

the computational complexity, we track and update four changed variables (Jin(x), Jtot(x), Javr(x), and nx) of Qx whenever the 10

members of community Cx change. In Algorithm 4, we remove node i from community membership and adjust the changed 11

variables of Qx. In particular, in line 2, the sum of the internal weighted degrees Jin(x) is modified by 2ki,in(x) because Jin(x) is 12

equal to two times the weight sum of the edges in Cx, as in


i∈Cx ki,in(x) = 2


i,j∈x wij. In contrast, we increase the changed 13

variables ofQx by the number of interactions involving node i, as shown in Algorithm 5. Then, we change node i’s community 14

membership nmi into x as shown in line 6. Algorithms 4 and 5 are based on Eqs. (19)–(22). 15

The output of Algorithm 1 is the set of community memberships of all nodes

nm =


nm0, . . . , nm|N|


. When 16

communitymembership of each node i is nmi = x, node i is amember of the community Cx. Finally, we generate interaction- 17

based communities C = {Cx} by searching the community membership of each node, as in Cx = {i | nmi = x}. Although the 18

set of community memberships of nodes (nm) depends on the order of node iteration, preliminary results on several test 19

cases seem to indicate that the ordering of the nodes does not have a significant influence on interaction quality. Moreover, 20

the difference was very slight when we tested the algorithms on several networks using random, highest-weighted degree 21

and lowest-weighted degree ordering. Given a number of nodes n and a number of edges m, the time complexity of the 22

interaction optimization process is O (un), where the number of iterations over all nodes is u. 23
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Fig. 6. An algorithm for generating neighbor community map.

Fig. 7. An algorithm for removing a node from an interaction-based community.

Fig. 8. An algorithm for adding a node to an interaction-based community.

3. Experimental results1

We test our algorithm on several benchmark networks to compare the results of our interaction-based community2

algorithm with known community structures. We then apply our method to several complex networks in the real world3

and identify the optimal interaction-based communities. Additionally, we compare the structure quality and coverage of4

the community structure identified by our algorithm with those of the structures identified using other algorithms.5

3.1. Benchmark on artificial networks6

We evaluate and analyze the algorithm for the interaction optimization process described above using a benchmarking7

test. This test consists of four parts: generating known community structure, generating artificial networks with that known8

community structure, applying the proposed algorithm to the artificial network, and comparing the results with a known9

community structure. To achieve this, we exploit the Lancichinetti–Fortunato–Radicchi (LFR) benchmark network [25]. The10

LFR benchmark introduces heterogeneity in the degree and community-size distributions of a network. These distributions11

are governed by power laws with exponents of τ1 and τ2, respectively. LFR provide a rich set of parameters through whichQ512

to control the network topology, including the network size N , the mixing parameters µt for the network topology and µw13

for the edge weights, the average degree ⟨k⟩, the maximum degree kmax, and the range of the community size. Using these14

parameters, we can generate diverse artificial networks such as random or scale-free networks.15

We focus on the directed and weighted LFR benchmark networks [26] because the interaction optimization process16

uses a directed and weighted graph as an input. We measure the relative performance of the proposed algorithm on the17

LFR benchmark with directed and weighted edges. As a method for measuring similarity between the known community18

structure (planted partitions) and the interaction-based communities identified by the proposed algorithm,we calculate the19

normalized mutual information (NMI) [22] to compare the two community structures. For all tests on artificial networks,20

each test is conducted over 100 times.21
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Fig. 9. Tests on directed and weighted LFR benchmark networks with interaction-based communities. The parameters of the networks are as follows:
average degree ⟨k⟩, mixing parametersµt = µw , and power-law exponents τ1 = 2 for degree and τ2 = 1 for community size. The notation S or B indicates
that the community sizes are in the range [10, 50] or [20, 100], respectively. We consider three network sizes: N = 1000 (left), N = 5000 (middle), and
N = 10 000 (right).

Fig. 9 presents the NMI between the planted partition of the benchmark and the interaction-based community structure 1

identified by interaction optimization process, according to the mixing parameter µw . In all plots, the proposed algorithm 2

demonstrates good performance at low values of µw . However, as µw approaches 1, the difference between the interaction 3

communities found by the proposed algorithm and the known network structure increases. This occurs because the nodes 4

in the network possess more inter-community edges than intra-community edges when µw is increased. In other words, 5

the proposed algorithm fails to identify the known community structure because the external interaction density is greater 6

than the internal interaction density. It also means that the interaction optimization process fails to identify interaction- 7

based community structure in random graphs. An especially significant difference can be observed in small communities 8

with average degrees and small network sizes. Overall, the performance for N = 5000 and N = 10 000 is better than for 9

N = 1000. Additionally, when N = 1000, the results are influenced by network size, whereas the results for N = 5000 and 10

N = 10 000 are unaffected by network size. The variation in the results as ⟨k⟩ varies is slight, but the results for larger values 11

of ⟨k⟩ (when ⟨k⟩ = 20 and ⟨k⟩ = 25) are somewhat better than the results when ⟨k⟩ is smaller. 12

We compare the proposed algorithmwith other methods on LFR benchmark networks such as those shown in Fig. 10. In 13

this figure, Infomap [18,19], Conclude [11], and SLPA [16] are provided as programs implemented by each author. To add a 14

function that tracks nodemembership to evaluate community structure,we implement Louvain [10] in Java based on the C++ 15

source code implemented by the author. We also implement the proposed algorithm (IOP) and CNM [9] with Java. To detect 16

non-overlapping communities by SLPA, we set parameter-ov to 0. Each point shown in Fig. 10 is the average result of 100 17

trials. Overall, with these two network sizes, the proposed algorithm detects known community structure more accurately 18

than the other methods. This is particularly true when the benchmark network is similar to random networks (µw > 0.7) 19

and the difference between IOP and others is large.We observe that the performances of GNmodularity optimization (CNM) 20

and label propagation (SLPA) methods are lower than others. Table 1 shows a comparison of community detection time 21

on the LFR benchmark networks. Each column shows the averaged time (in milliseconds) from 100 trials. We measure 22

community detection time without considering file I/O for Infomap, Conclude, and SLPA. In this table, overall, the proposed 23

algorithm (IOP) is faster than other methods except when N = 5000 and µ = 0.7. In contrast, CNM and Conclude require 24

the most time. While Infomap, SLPA, and Conclude retain their performance when µ changes, IOP and Louvain are faster 25

when µ is small. This result means that the number of node iterations is smaller when the known community structure is 26

clear. The NMI of Conclude is higher than that of CNM, SLPA, and Infomap, but it takes a long time to detect the optimal 27

community structure. 28

3.2. Application to complex networks 29

To test the application of the proposed algorithm on complex networks, we select several networks with different 30

sizes and clustering coefficients. These networks consist of social, biological, web, email, and infrastructure networks. 31

Importantly, themembers of these networks interact with one another. Table 2 summarizes several properties and statistics 32
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Fig. 10. Comparison of LFR benchmark tests with other methods. The parameters of the networks are as follows: average degree ⟨k⟩ = 20 mixing
parameters µt = µw , and power-law exponents τ1 = 2 for degree and τ2 = 1 for community size. The notation S indicates that the community sizes are
in the range [10, 50] or [20, 100]. We consider two network sizes: N = 1000 (left) and N = 5000 (right).

Table 1
Comparison of community detection time on LFR benchmark networks. The parameters of the networks are as follows: average degree ⟨k⟩ = 20, mixing
parameters µt = µw , and power-law exponents τ1 = 2 for degree and τ2 = 1 for community size. Community sizes of the networks are in the range
[10, 50]. N represents the number of nodes in the networks. All time values are in milliseconds.

N = 1000 N = 5000
µw = 0.1 µw = 0.3 µw = 0.5 µw = 0.7 µw = 0.9 µw = 0.1 µw = 0.3 µw = 0.5 µw = 0.7 µw = 0.9

IOP 18 25 29 61 124 125 361 316 719 1011
Louvain 95 43 47 58 225 339 289 396 552 2439
Infomap 263 254 262 281 243 1024 1060 1157 1345 2019
SLPA 804 879 935 893 888 3864 4251 4666 4234 4285
CNM 2180 2050 2128 2032 2037 236630 235715 232978 238628 238114
Conclude 15355 21784 27046 25974 21507 207336 279166 343487 349622 280253

Table 2
Statistics of several complex networks for applying proposed algorithm. |N| and |E| are the number of nodes and edges in each network, respectively.

Network |N| |E| Average degree Average clustering coefficient Directed Weighted

Karate 34 78 4.5882 0.588 False False
Friendship 81 817 20.1728 0.429 True True
C. elegans 297 2,345 15.7912 0.169 True True
USAirport 500 5,960 23.8400 0.617 True True
NetScience 1,589 2,742 3.4512 0.878 False True
Oclinks 1,899 20,296 21.3754 0.085 True True
Contextphone 9,573 14,416 3.0118 0.025 True True
PGP 10,680 24,316 4.5535 0.440 False False
Enron 36,692 183,831 10.0202 0.497 False False
EUAll 265,214 420,045 3.1675 0.067 True False
NotreDame 325,729 1,469,679 9.1915 0.234 True False
Google 875,713 5,105,039 11.6591 0.514 True False
Skitter 1,696,415 11,095,298 13.0808 0.258 False False

of the selected networks. In this table, |N| and |E| are the number of nodes and edges in each network, respectively.1

Karate [27] is a famous social network of friendships between 34 members of a karate club. Contextphone [23] is a mobile2

communication networkweighted by call frequency. Friendship [28] is a faculty collaboration network from aUK university,3

and NetScience [29] is a co-authorship network of scientists working on network theory and experiment. Oclinks [30] is an4

online social network in which the weight of each edge represents the number of personal messages. C. elegans [23] is a5

directed and weighted network that represents the neural network of the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans. Enron [12] and6

EUAll [31] are email networks. NotreDame [32] and Google [31] are web networks in which the nodes represent pages and7

the edges represent hyperlinks between them.USAirport [33] is an infrastructure networkweighted by the number of flights.8

Skitter [34] is an Internet topology network representing an autonomous system. Finally, PGP [35] is a social network that9

contains a large number of users of the Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) algorithm for secure information interchange. As shown10

in Table 2, the network size, edge type, average degree ⟨k⟩, and average clustering coefficient (ACC) [23] of these selected11

networks differ from each other. While Contextphone and EUAll are sparse networks with low ACC, NetScience has a high12

ACC because it consists of many weak components. USAirport and Oclinks have relatively higher ⟨k⟩, but the ACC of Oclinks13

is very low because there is a large gap between nodes of high and low degree, and the number of one-degree nodes is large.14
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Table 3
Application of proposed algorithm to several complex networks. |N| is the number of nodes, #IOP is the number of iterations required by the interaction
optimization process, and t is the total time for finding the optimal interaction-based community structure, C is the set of interaction-based communities,
|C | is the number of interaction-based communities, Cx is an interaction-based community, |Cx| is the number of interaction-based communities, Q is the
interaction quality of C andMavr is the average number of members in C .

Network |N| #IOP Q of C |C |(|Cx| > 2) Mavrof C t (s)

Karate 34 4 0.3288 4 8.2500 0.0
Friendship 81 5 0.6225 6 10.1250 0.0
C. elegans 297 5 0.1933 24 10.4615 0.0
USAirport 500 4 0.6038 47 4.1011 0.0
NetScience 1,589 4 0.6858 246 3.8556 0.0
Oclinks 1,899 7 0.0650 191 5.2452 0.0
Contextphone 9,573 4 0.1895 88 7.1752 0.0
PGP 10,680 8 0.3610 1,637 4.1595 0.3
Enron 36,692 11 0.1076 3,763 5.8021 1
EUAll 265,214 9 0.0525 3,854 9.7317 3
NotreDame 325,729 15 0.3967 24,808 10.2147 7
Google 875,713 12 0.3642 79,717 8.4992 27
Skitter 1,696,415 20 0.0651 152,767 6.8328 123

We select NotreDame, Google, and Skitter because these are large-scale networks, allowing us to observe the coverage of 1

the proposed algorithm according to network size. 2

In the selected complex networks, we detect non-overlapping interaction-based communities using the proposed IOP 3

algorithm, and when detecting communities, we use ascending order as the iteration order for the IOP algorithm. For 4

unweighted networks, we assume that weights of all edges are 1. Moreover, we transform directed edges to undirected 5

edges (wij = wij + wji if eij ∈ E and eji ∈ E). Table 3 summarizes the results of the IOP algorithm on the selected 6

networks where |N| is the number of nodes, #IOP is the number of iterations of the proposed algorithm, Q is the quality 7

of the interaction-based community structure, C is the set of interaction-based communities, |C | is the number of C , Mavr 8

is the average number of memberships of C , and t is the total detection time. A high value for Q indicates that the internal 9

interaction of each community is higher than other networks. Networks where Q > 0.3, have clearer community structure. 10

In other networks, Q is small because the internal and external interactions of each community are similar. Basically, #IOP 11

is small regardless of Q when the number of nodes is small. This occurs because #IOP is the number of iterations during 12

the interaction optimization processes of nodes; therefore, communities in networks that have high Q and small #IOP are 13

well-defined interaction-based communities. The time required to detect the interaction-based community structure is 14

approximately 1 s when the number of nodes is approximately 30,000. When the number of nodes is less than 1,000,000, 15

IOP detects the community structure within 1 min. The time required to detect the communities in the Skitter network is 16

approximately 2min. The number of communities detected by the proposed algorithm is similar overall except for the EUAll 17

network. Because that network is sparse and has a low value of average degree, ACC, and Q , the community structure of that 18

network is not clear. 19

Fig. 11 shows the distribution of community sizes in complex networks. Note that the distributions in most networks 20

have similar heavy tails when the networks are large. Additionally, the number of small communities is greater than the 21

number of large communities. While the distribution of large networks is regular, the distribution of small networks is 22

irregularwhen the network is small, such as occurswith the C. elegans andUSAirport networks. In particular, the distribution 23

of community size in the Contextphone network varies because the network is sparse and consists of multiscale star 24

topologies. Additionally,weobserve that large networks donot necessarily contain large communities. Community structure 25

is determined by the structure of node interactions independent of the size of the entire network. 26

Fig. 12 shows the interaction-based community structure in the Karate network. Given the input network shown in Q6 27

Fig. 12(a), we detect non-overlapping interaction-based communities using the IOP. The results are shown in Fig. 12(b). 28

Each node label in Fig. 12(a) indicates a specific node ID, while the labels and colors in Fig. 12(b) indicate the community 29

membership of each node. This network contains two important nodes: 0 and 33 [27]. Node 0 is an instructor at the club, and 30

node 33 is the club’s president. The structure of most communities in the network is similar to the starting topology. Using 31

the interaction-based community structure, nodes 0 and 33 can connect all non-overlapping communities that exist in the 32

Karate network. In other words, these nodes function as hubs and bridges to communicate with other nodes. As a result, 33

the proposed algorithm can accurately detect these core nodes because the node centrality of nodes 0 and 33 is higher than 34

that of other nodes according to the number of neighbor communities. 35

Fig. 13 shows the interaction-based communities in the largest component of the NetScience network. In this figure, the 36

node and edge colors indicate a non-overlapping interaction-based community structure. When the number of neighbor 37

community memberships of each node indicates node centrality, the proposedmethod can recommend these as core nodes 38

(such as NEWMAN, JEONG, and BARABASI in Fig. 13). Note that these nodes connect many other communities and have a 39

high community centrality. Actually, the number of citations for the papers of these researchers is considerably larger than 40

the number of citations attributable to other nodes. In other words, when important nodes in this citation network have a 41

high number of citations, the results of analysis using the proposed algorithm are similar to the important nodes. 42
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Fig. 11. The distribution of community sizes in complex networks. The distribution of interaction-based communities in most networks shows a heavy
tail when the network is large. Overall, the number of small communities is greater than the number of large communities. When the network is small,
the distribution is irregular, as shown for the C. Elegans and USAirport networks. In particular, the community size in the Contextphone network varies
because the network is sparse and consists of multiscale star topologies.

3.3. Evaluation1

The goal of community detection is to identify an appropriate community structure for use in network analysis and its2

applications. Similarly, the goal of the proposed algorithm is to identify a specific community structure that maximizes the3

difference between the number of interactions among themembers within a community and number of interactions among4

members of different communities. The members of each community in this structure should be densely connected to each5

other. Additionally, the interaction of the members within a given community should be greater than the interaction of the6

nodes of that community with other communities. Based on this concept, we evaluate the proposed algorithm and compare7

its performance with various other methods. The performance is measured by four evaluation criteria: structure quality,8

edge density, average path length, and community diameter. We define the maximum value of each evaluation criterion as9

1. Accordingly, a high composite performance value of the evaluation criteria means that target network has been analyzed10

and decomposed accurately. In other words, this quantity represents how much information is extracted from the portion11

of the network that a method can analyze.12

Structure quality assesses the form of the internal structure for each community Cx. It concerns how exclusive the13

members in Cx are among themselves relative to the nodes belonging to other communities. To be good a community14

structure, all members in a given community should contribute to the activity of that community. A high value for structure15

quality indicates that the difference between the internal interaction (ki,in(x)) and external interaction (ki,ex(x)) of each16

node i within Cx is maximized. To evaluate the structure quality of each community Cx, we measure the average ratio17

between the internal interaction and total interaction of node i. Then, we calculate the average for the communities C as18

follows:19

Structure quality =


x



i∈Cx

ki,in(x)/ki

|Cx|

 / |C | , (25)20
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Fig. 12. Interaction-based community structure in the Karate network. (a) Original input network: The node labels are the specific node IDs. Node 0 is
an instructor at the karate club, and node 33 is the club’s president. (b) Non-overlapping interaction-based community structure: the labels and colors
indicate the community membership of each node. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

where ki = ki,in(x) + ki,ex(x) is the weighted degree of node i and ki,in(x) is the weighted degree between node i and the nodes 1

in Cx. The best possible case for thismeasure is that all the neighbors of node i belong to i’s community. In contrast, theworst 2

case is when the number of external neighbors of a node greatly exceeds its internal neighbors. Edge density evaluates the 3

quality of communities using the ratio of internal interaction and themaximumpossible interaction of the community and is 4

similar to link density [20]. A high edge densitymeans that themembers of each community aremore active than a different 5

case. Additionally, the target network is approximately decomposed into several communities. We calculate edge density 6

as follows: 7

Edge density =


x


|Ex|
mx


/ |C | , (26) 8

where Ex =

eij |i ∈ Cx and j ∈ Cx


is the set of edges in Cx, andmx is the maximum possible number of edges within Cx. For 9

undirected networks,mx is |Cx| (|Cx| − 1) /2. For directed networks, maxx is |Cx| (|Cx| − 1). The best case for edge density is 10

1, which occurs when the number of edges in Cx is equal to mx. The worst case occurs when |Ex| is equal to the minimum 11

possible number of edges in Cx. 12

We evaluate community coverage using two criteria: community diameter and average path length. As shown in Fig. 11, 13

complex networks have a small number of large communities and a large number of small communities. Even when a 14

community has many members, those members should be densely connected each other. If a large community consists of 15

sparse connections, the community structure is not well analyzed. Usually, coverage of small communities is better than 16

coverage of large communities. Moreover, the structure quality of small communities is better than the structure quality of 17

large communities. This means that small communities should be detected when the number of internal edges within the 18

community is higher than number of external edges. 19

Community diameter is the average diameter of the communities C where the diameter of a community Cx is the 20

maximum distance between any two members i and j in Cx. The distance of two members is the number of segments in 21
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Fig. 13. Interaction-based community structure in the largest component of NetScience network. Node and edge colors indicate non-overlapping
communitymemberships of nodes. Larger nodes indicate themost influential scientists, who act as bridges connecting different groups. (For interpretation
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

the shortest path between them, such as1

Diameter of community =


x


max
eij∈Ex

d (i, j)


/ |C | , (27)2

where d (i, j) is the number of segments in the shortest path between nodes i and j and Ex is the set of internal edges3

within the community Cx. The best case for this quantity is 1, which occurs when the community is a fully connected4

graph, such as a |Cx|-clique. The worst case occurs when Cx contains the minimum possible number of edges. Note that5

the diameter of most of small communities is nearly 1, but the diameter of large communities is closer to 1. To be an ideal6

community structure, although the target network is decomposed into multi-scale communities, the average diameter of7

those communities should be close to 1.8

The averagepath lengthmeasure evaluates group solidarity. In an ideal community, the average shortest path ofmembers9

is 1, such as a clique. In other words, to have a higher degree of solidarity, the distances between all members should be10

short. In this context, we measure average path length, as follows:11

Average path length =


x




eij∈Ex
d (i, j)

|Ex|

 / |C | , (28)12

where d (i, j) is the shortest path length between nodes i and j. The best case for this quantity is 1, which occurs when the13

distances of all pairs of nodes existing in Cx are 1. In contrast, the worst case occurs when the number of edges and the14

maximum distances of pairs of nodes in Cx are equal to the minimum possible number of edges. Low values for average15

path length and community diameter indicate a high quality of community structure. To easily compare the measured16

values of diameter and length, we change low values into high values using maximum and minimum values. Given a17

value as val, a maximum value as max, and a minimum possible value as min = 1, we recalculate each value such that18

val′ = (max − val + 1)/(max − min + 1) = (max − val + 1) /max.19

Using the above criteria, we can compare the interaction-based communities detected by our algorithm (IOP) with20

the community structures identified by other methods including Louvain [10], Infomap [18,19], SLPA [16], CNM [9], and21
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Fig. 14. Comparison of the composite performance of the proposed algorithm (IOP) and other algorithms. Each column shows all the evaluation criteria:
the structure quality, edge density, diameter of community, and average path length. These criteria measure the accuracy and sensitivity of the non-
overlapping community structure determined by each algorithm. It is evident that the proposed algorithm yields the best performance in most complex
networks.

Conclude [11]. To achieve this, we first find the community structures using those methods, including our proposed 1

algorithm, and then measure structure quality, edge density, community diameter, and the average path length of each 2

community structure. We then renormalize the measured values such that the maximum value is 1 for the best-performing 3

method. The results of a comparison between diverse community structures according to their composite performances 4

are depicted in Fig. 14, showing that the proposed algorithm, IOP, outperforms the other methods on most networks. 5

Additionally, IOP’s results on large-scale networks are better than its results on small-scale networks. The performance 6

remains constant even when the average degree and the coefficient of the network vary. Therefore, the proposed algorithm 7

can efficiently analyze interactions among network members. Louvain and Infomap decompose NetScience, Oclinks, 8

Contextphone, and PGP networks into several large communities. Usually, these communities have large community 9

diameters and low edge densities because the members are sparsely connected. CNM also detects large-scale communities 10

that have low edge density values and average path length. However, the structure quality of Louvain, CNM, and Infomap 11

is relatively high because most community members interact only with the nodes in their community. In other words, only 12

a few members interact with nodes belonging to other communities. Conclude and SLPA can find core communities, but 13

the quality and coverage of communities (other than the core communities) are low. Because each score is the average of 14

all communities (C = {Cx | |Cx| > 2}), each community should have high quality and good coverage. In this respect, the 15

proposed algorithm has an advantage because it can efficiently decompose the target networks into several communities. 16

Furthermore, the proposed algorithm canmaintain its performance regardless of the form and type of the networks towhich 17

it is applied. 18

4. Conclusions 19

In this paper, we propose an algorithm that detects community structures in complex networks. To achieve this, we 20

propose amodel of interaction-based community to evaluate the quality of community structure. Thismodelmaximizes the 21

internal interactions of nodes and minimizes the external interactions of nodes with low computational complexity. Next, 22

based on this model, we suggest an algorithm for an interaction optimization process. This algorithm efficiently searches 23
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candidates of optimal interaction-based communities by optimizing the interactions of members within each community1

based on the concept of greedy optimization. To compare the identified interaction-community structures with known2

community structures, we test our algorithm along with several other methods on several LFR benchmark networks. The3

results show that our algorithm is both faster and more accurate than other methods. We then evaluate the quality and4

coverage of our algorithm and demonstrate that the composite performance of our algorithm is better than other methods.5
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